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“Patricia Rice weaves magical love stories” - Mary Jo Putney, NY Times Bestselling Author“Patricia Rice weaves magical love stories” - Mary Jo Putney, NY Times Bestselling Author

"Rice takes her readers on an amorous adventure in this magical tale." - RT Book Reviews"Rice takes her readers on an amorous adventure in this magical tale." - RT Book Reviews

"There is never a dull moment.” - Nightowl Reviews"There is never a dull moment.” - Nightowl Reviews

The long-awaited sequel to NY Times bestseller Patricia Rice's The long-awaited sequel to NY Times bestseller Patricia Rice's Magic Magic series of historical romances is finally here!series of historical romances is finally here!

He’s a scientist who studies the stars. She’s an astrologer who predicts the future. Can a lonely witch save a handsome
unbeliever from his own doom?

The Lonely Witch

While creating zodiac charts for her eccentric and mysterious Malcolm relations, Lady Azenor Dougall — a talented

astrologer — realizes the alignment of the stars poses a fatal threat to her beloved siblings. To protect those she

loves, she flees her Scots home... and searches for an answer.

The Handsome Scientist

Lord Theophilus Ives, heir presumptive to the Marquess of Ashford, is a renowned astronomer who has perfected a

telescope capable of seeing beyond Saturn’s moons. If only the women his all-male family attracted were as

predictable as the laws of science. Nonetheless, Theo is undaunted by the tumult of his life — until the day the
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luscious Lady Azenor arrives to warn them that his brother, the Marquess, is in terrible danger. 

The Magic in the Stars

Can Lady Azenor Dougall convince a laughing disbeliever of peril? And can she escape the fate her stars predict if she

lingers too long in Lord Theo’s enthralling company? 

If you enjoy the humor of Eloisa James, the history of Jo Beverley, or the emotion of Mary Jo Putney, don’t miss thisIf you enjoy the humor of Eloisa James, the history of Jo Beverley, or the emotion of Mary Jo Putney, don’t miss this

exciting new chapter in Patricia Rice’s acclaimed romance series!exciting new chapter in Patricia Rice’s acclaimed romance series!

Scroll up and get your copy of Magic in the StarsMagic in the Stars today!
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